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4 speed manual transmission for sale

The application is for a GM T5 Transmission. You will need to.You will need.All new bearings. Have
the split sliders and face plates for clutchless.I will give the buyer everything that I will not be using
for my new 400. For a better experience, we recommend using another browser. Learn more
Facebook Email or phone Password Forgotten account.Any help would be appreciated, might be
interested in selling. Thanks and Happy Fourth of July . ARCHIVED Muncie m21 FREE 45648 Picked
up this complete muncie m21 with shifter,bell housing, clutch and pressure plate, fly wheel, even
peddles and z bar for 6874 nova. My question is this.It does have one top mounting near broken off
and missing. I hope it can be fixed. All threaded holes tapped and in good condition. Hubs and
sliders fitted for minimal rock. OEM American gears in excellent shape. Gear teeth perfect; no chips
or broken teeth. Engagement teeth also perfect. All replacement parts are the very best from Auto
Gear. Professionally built by an Auto Gear distributor. Nothing cheap, no shortcuts. An excellent
Muncie. No stripped threads or cracks. My dilemma is do I run it in my car or sell it and find
something a little stronger. It’s going behind a Big Block. It’s a good box, had a small parts kit put in
it, new cluster shaft, torque sliders and synchro rings. I don’t know a whole lot about these
transmissions. What you see is what I have. Needs abit of a clean up, condition is as shown.All the
gears and rotating assembly look good with no chips in the teeth or excessive wear. 10 Spline input
and 27 Spline output I installed new front and mid plate bearings, new roller bearings and thrust
washers. New forged synchro’s with new keys, springs and sliders on forward gears. Prefer Local
pick up but will ship UPS. Buyer pays shipping, UPS can figure out the shipping cost to the
destination of prefer. Roughly weighs 90 LBS and I can box it up if needed. Ready to run. Going a
different direction with a higher hp
motor.http://christopherdallo.com/file/command-conquer-red-alert-manual.xml
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Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose from. I have the body of the
truck posted on another add, if you wanted both. Odometer reading is 205,894.Well maintained and
from a family car. 140 kms. Bell housing is for the Windsor family and was behind a 351. Please
text.It Is mostly good for parts and does not run or drive. Selling as a complete unit only.As far as
power is concerned, the engine rewards you with a maximum output of 60.35 HP 45 Kw at 9000 rpm
and 41 LbFt 56 Nm at 7000 rpm. The unit can propel you to a maximum speed of 112 Mph 180 Kph.
Among the features offered by the motorcycle you’ll also find a 4.62 gallons fuel tank, a tripmeter, a
low fuel indicator and an oil.Has all 4 hub caps, hard to find, they are worth 100.00 by themselves
generator, starter, two speed rear end, transmission and motor Motor is stuck. 175.00 OBO Call
Dave 4037955716I also have the standard 4 speed transmission with itor not, also have a complete
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rear end and all six wheels.This transmission is ready to install. 19681997 years Case Casting
number 62732 No rear mount on back.Must be from a regular cab shortbox 4x4 with a 5 speed
manual transmission. I may even be interested in buying a complete parts truck if you have one. I
just thought I’d put this out there before a get one made. Thanks.If the ad is up it is still available.In
good condition, all gears work. Pulled from mid 90 GMC 1500.Was going into a bale truck that sold.
Rebuilt one year ago and never used. New synchros in rebuild. Will trade for something interesting.
If you have a VW Beetle, Model T or something old.Can ship Canada wideIdeal to keep on hand as a
spare or replace you already failed trans. Ad will be removed when sold so yes it’s still available.
Cheapest S4 trans for sale on.Mostly used with some new
parts.http://www.dispatchpressimages.com/images/uploads/command-conquer-renegade-manual.xml

Assorted items including clutch fork G body specific, frame mounts, stud boss, clutch return springs,
shifter hump covers, shifter boot retinaing ring, neutral safety switch, etc etc etc, See pics for
details. Also have a BOPC BuickOldsPontiacCadillac G body specific bell.If interested please contact
me at 4O3 389 683O text or email. Compatibility Cclass W203 manual transmission. Please call
MercedesBenz parts to cross reference to see if they will fit.Let me know what you have. I text at the
number belowI also have the 7.3 diesel engine, rear end, 8 ft. This is the third one installed in family
street rods and everyone is a treat to drive. If your going to invest in a 5 or 6 speed trans.this is the
one to use!Shifting into gear feels more defined. Throttle inputs also feel more direct like pushing
down the throttle from cruising at like 2500 rpms it goes the way you want it to, rather than the
mount flexing and absorbing power. Really love the solid feel of this mount and transmission
crossmember bushings combined. Engine vibration when accelerating and gear whine is much more
noticable NVH, Natural Vibration Harmonics, almost like a baby dog box, but thats okay with me.
Feels like a like a whole new car and I love it!Anyway it seems to be working great. A little tab piece
snapped off during shipping. I believe that was a fluke since the plastic appears to be of the same
quality as the OEM parts. It didnt affect the installation, so I proceeded. All thats really on this board
are copper lines and the transmission plug. If that werent the case, I doubt a generic manufacturer
would have tried to copy it, in the first place. End shot, I think its fine to use a generic conductor
plate for the 722.6xx transmission. Good luck.Looks sharp and functions as expected.This one is
ruberized and feels secure when shifting.Everything I wanted for a cheap price. Fits my 2007 2.4l
chevy colbalt ssThe fluid is honey colored just like the factory OEM.

Please note, the transmission isnt sealed for life. Regular service 50 60k intervals will help you
achieve years of trouble free driving.Just know the universal threads are plastic, you can always
upgrade to aluminum from another store. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again later.In
order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.Amazon
calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. I stated I would, finally
trade my other car in, due to the fact, that would help me get financing and they never got back to
me. So therefore I was dissatisfied. We did not come to an agreement on a car, Typically that type of
car would be worth what he was asking but unfortunately it clearly had been mistreated and I didnt
want to take the risk. After waiting for an hour, I left. When I Kept me updated on new arrivals and
other vehicle options. He goes beyond what’s needed. I’d buy from them again Gave me information
about a vehicle I had no interest in. Could have just told me it wasn’t available or did not qualify.
Then sent an Never got them. Dealer contacted me after Car Gurus posted the car Sold. He
apologized, said that they were “crazy” busy. Josh came through with all he promised, and I got a
very good deal on my Tundra. I was allowed to take the truck on 2 test drives, and look it over from
top to bottom. Josh actually educated me on several things I dr isn’t know about this make and
model of vehicle. Seemed to be good Christian people,l that made the whole process simple. Thanks
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guys you were awesome! The test drive wasnt limited so it really helped me get a good feel for the
car.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69742

I will try to purchase from this dealer again. Customer service was on point. They will work with you
and not against you. I would recommend them to anyone. 5 stars Notified of price drop. Unable to
visit for test drive due to COVID19. Sorry I could not go to them Truck is what we wanted. Overseas,
however, will be a different story with plenty of enviable features in the new release. However, even
without a change over last year, the 2011 Ranger remains a perfectly capable little truck for allday
outdoorsy fun, yet sturdy enough that you can take it “home” to the boss, too. With a maximum tow
capacity just under 6,000 pounds, the 4liter V6 in the Sport SuperCab, and optional in the XL and
XLT SuperCabs, is good for 207 hp and 238 lbft of torque.Take it or leave it, because after this you
can kiss the Ranger goodbye. Sporting an 80hp 2.3liter inline4 with your choice of a 4 or 5speed
manual or 3speed automatic, and a 6foot or 7foot bed, this Ranger was roomier than its competition
with better utility. For 1985 Ford updated the Ranger’s transmissions and tweaked the little engine
for 10 more hp. An STX trim for rougher terrain joined the lineup too, with bigger tires, new paint
and bucket seats. The SuperCab debuted coupled with a 6foot bed, technically increasing passenger
capacity to 5 with optional jump seats in the extra cab space. “Technically” because you could
probably squeeze a 3piece clown brigade in there, or a few supermodels perhaps certainly not 3
fullgrown American adults but it is a good size for kids. Perhaps the fame overinflated Ford’s oval
alongside a few cosmetic changes for 1988, Ford debuted the flashy GT street truck, only to scrap it
2 years later. With just 2,000 units produced, Ford scrapped the GT and focused on higher pursuits
for the 1990 update. SuperCabs gained fuel capacity for a total of 20 gallons, and 4WDs now had the
option of a 4liter 160hp V6 and 5speed manual or optional heavyduty 4speed automatic
transmission.

https://www.flexcable.com/images/canon-mp620-printer-manual.pdf

Twowheelers finally came of age, though, with the same 140 ponies offered in the STX since 1986,
but with a 3liter V6.How dull but Ford was hard at work on the next generation. In addition, the
2.9liter V6 was dropped in favor of the 3liter V6 that stuck around until 2009, and a few other
engine specs shifted slightly for the improved driving dynamics. The Splash model debuted later that
year, making a total of 5 trims on top of the base XL, XLT, STX, and an XL Sport that would be
dropped like the GT and Sport before it in just 2 years. More safety features came in the 95, with
ABS and a driver airbag standard for most models, but an off switch for passenger airbags wasn’t
added until the following year. A few engine tweaks amped the 2.3liter engine to 112 hp and the
3liter to 145. The STX lost its 2wheel drive option, but SuperCabs could now get a power drivers
seat. Driving dynamics were also much improved, the 2.3liter was scrapped for a 2.5liter fourbanger
with 117 hp and reduced emissions, a new OffRoad package offered several upgrades for rough
terrain, and a 4door option for SuperCabs made it somewhat less awkward to hop in the back. In
addition to some cosmetic shuffling on the other trims, the 3liter could now run on ethanol, gasoline
or a combination of the two. A taller truck with big tires and 2wheel drive called the XL Trailhead
joined in the third generation’s final year, along with a few other minor feature changes. Allwheel
ABS became more widely available, new option packs afforded more outdoorsy and luxurious feature
sets, and the Edge came on board with either rearwheel drive or 4WD. The trend continued in the 02
with the addition of a heavyduty XLT FX4 offroad 4WD and a Tremor SuperCab with hightest audio
equipment. Even worse, the 09 would lose the 3liter V6, and the 2010 saw significantly fewer
options available to the everyday consumer although stability control, side airbags and a Class III
hitch were now standard across the board.
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The smaller lineup consisted of just the XL, XLT and Sport and nothing changed for 2011. Although
nothing is officially confirmed yet, the rumor mill is 2 years old, and at the time Ford said the U.S.
Ranger and its Twin Cities plant would close down for 2012. There is a “global” version to continue
beyond this point, but Ford has nothing to say about that possibly making its way to U.S. soil. The
used prices reflect 02 and newer model years’ relative reliability, with no big bargains in sight until
you take a gander at the 07 and 02 SuperCabs. Rangers made from 1997 to 2001 are plagued with
so many issues they’re almost not worth buying at all. The 96 is the one to get if you intend to use a
child seat these were the first to feature a switch to disable the passengerside airbag. For less than
a grand, it’s a steal if you don’t care for the improved driving dynamics and modern touches of the
later generations. They lack the size or capability for the rigors of commercial use. These smaller
trucks are lifestyle vehicles, designed for hauling bikes and The last Ranger was a staple of Ford’s
lineup, but it was pulled from American markets in 2011, although iAlthough the Ford Ranger
disappeared from American new car dealerships after 2011, it came storming back for the 2019
model year. Offered in a couple of cab configurations and with a range of engines during its last
decade of U.S. availability, the Ford Ranger acquired a reputation as an inexpensive but capable and
reliable American pickup truck. It wasnt hugely comfortable or hightech, but Ford Rangers soldier
on when other automakers have left the midsize pickup segment. The 2019 Ford Ranger offers a
single powertrain and isnt particularly sophisticated from a tech standpoint, but it does offer
bestinclass torque and towing. We are an independent family run dealership trading for more than
50 years with over half our monthly sales generated from previous clients.

It is finished in Black Sapphire metallic with a black interior, the latter elegantly complemented by
Alu alloylook trim. It has covered just 88,315km from new, and comes with all the original literature,
manuals, spare key and an uptodate log book the most recent service was performed at
88,268km.The Hyundai i20 MANUAL is a awesome car which can be used for anyone and everyone
at anytime and anywhere. This compact hatchback packs a punch with its 5 speed transmission, you
will feel like a sports driver with the smooth changes of this iconic gearbox. Can come with shifter
and cables if needed. Will be removed from car Monday. Pic example only, but visibly identical, if not
better condition. Wrecking na nb mx5 lots of parts for sale. Motors gearboxes diffs doors boots
fenders for all na and nb models. DISCLAIMER If you require confirmation that this item will fit for
your car please message us with your 17 Digit Vin number so we can verify that for you. Year 2015.
Stock Number C25871. Tag JJ Reference Number 0000522827 Prior to delivery, this vehicle will
pass our mechanical safety inspection for your peace of mind motoring, and will be professionally
detailed.For any further inquiries on this Volkswagen Amarok please contact one of our friendly
sales staff. Will fit 201214 models. Part Number 3S717A564AF. Pictures form part of the
description, so please look carefully as some defects may be missed in the description. Part Number
FGP55192042. Pictures form part of the description, so please look carefully as some defects may be
missed in the description. One Owner And With Balance Of New Car Warranty Til October 2021 And
TSA. Rugged X Model Gets A Host Of Upgrades Over The SR5.It has covered just 88,315km from
new, and comes with all the original literature, manuals, spare key and an uptodate log book the
most recent service was performed at 88,268km. With a powerful 184 Kw 340nM 2.0 Turbocharged
motor paired to a sporty 6 speed manual transmission.

www.hotel-margherita.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c0094
1f49e---canon-mp-600-service-manual.pdf

Presented in a stunning blue this car comes with fantastic service history, 5 Star ANCAP Safety and
a load of features that will blow you away!We are a family owned, multi franchise business and have
been operating for 30 years in the local community with excellent repeat business. Packed with
handy features you just have to see. 2.0L Turbo Diesel Engine 6 Speed Manual Transmission Single
Side Sliding Door 3 Seats 2 Keys Plus More. For any further inquiries on this Renault Trafic please
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contact one of our friendly sales staff. Tag no 0000613660. We are located at 101 Warren Rd
Cumberland Hwy Smithfield NSW 2164, and we ship all parts Australia wide. All parts are subject to
availability. If you choose pick up option from our store, please call and hold parts prior to making
the trip. Website www.newmodelwreckers.com.au. DISCLAIMER If you require confirmation that
this item will fit for your car please message us with your 17 Digit Vin number so we can verify that
for you. Year 2008. Stock Number C26189. Tag JJ Reference Number 0000529655. Check out our
full line of manual transmission Corvettes and give us call. It makes for a great driver’s car with a
350 engine and 4spd transmission. The It’s a lot of fun to cruise around in with great sound from
Upper and lower control arm bushings, upper and lower ball joints, front springs, e It’s very rare to
find one in such A 4spd transmission, 427 Big block engine, and only 30,000 original miles makes
this It’s tough to find a close ratio 4spd T Top from With only one owner and 1,650 miles, it is
incredibly hard to find a C3 Corvette It’s a Dark Red Convertible from 1975. GM released very few of
these This is a very rare This is a very rare It’s got a 454 with approximately 425 A T Top with the
rare LT1 package makes it a favorite among collectors.

With It’s dark saddle interior and tan convertible top go great with the bright color, making Its white
convertible top and rare LT1 package makes it one of our personal Our 1970 Mulsanne Blue LT1
Corvette Stingray Convertible has been restored This 1970 Stingray Corvette Convertible in Daytona
Yellow is all original. Its black convertible top matches perfectly, and you can’t go The C3 Corvette T
Top has the The original owner of this 1970 Baldwin Motion LT1 Corvette T Top was told by Joel
Rosen that this With a Tuxedo Black color, it’s a favorite among collectors and does well at every
The numbersmatching convertible has been frameoff Appointments are required for showroom
visits. We analyze millions of used cars daily. Used cars with Manual Transmission for Sale on
carmax.com. Take advantage of our NV4500 Manual Transmission experience and expertise. Shifts
nicely. Our Chevy NV3500 transmission is for sale at our lowest price yet. Used pickup trucks with
Manual Transmission for Sale on carmax.com. The transmission comes with one overdrive gear, a
light aluminum housing case, and can be adapted for use in 4 wheel drive. Search new and used
cars, research vehicle models, and compare cars, all online at carmax.com Brand Chevrolet. Looking
to sell this transmission, came out of my old car that I parted out. Automatic transmissions Early
models. Find Chevy 5 Speed Manual Transmission at the best price. Chevy 2500hd 5 speed truck.
SOLD SOLD SOLD SOLD SOLD SOLD 1987 Chevrolet Scottsdale V20 4X4 454ci Manual 4 Speed.If
you are shopping for a used Chevrolet automatic transmission or manual for your car, truck, van or
SUV, then you came to the right place. Find 4X4 Manual Transmission Trucks at the best price.
Browse our daily deals for even more savings! Search. Every unit has been upgraded and tested to
the max. Having issues diagnosing problems with your NV4500 GM or Dodge 5 Speed manual
transmission we can help. The YYard Sells Quality Parts. Skip to content.

5Speed Manual Overdrive. Something went wrong. View cart for details.User Agreement, Privacy,
Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. View our entire inventory of New or
Used Trucks. CommercialTruckTrader.com always has the largest selection of New or Used Trucks
for sale anywhere. We are here to help. Find your truck now. Menu Millions of buyers are looking for
their next Truck on Commercial Truck Trader this month. Were Fast! Post your Truck in just a few
minutes. Were Safe! We have a team of professionals ready to help. Were Affordable! Sell your
Truck online with our basic package. Search Dealers Login as a Dealer Not signed up. View our
entire inventory of New Or Used Truck, Narrow down your search by make, model, or category.
CommercialTruckTrader.com always has the largest selection of New Or Used Commercial Trucks
for sale anywhere.

Top Makes 1 FORD close close close Initial Checkbox Label Updating 25 Done Update Search Start
Over Close Filter Filter 0 matches Location Location Radius Within ZIP 10 Miles 25 Miles 50 Miles
75 Miles 100 Miles 150 Miles 250 Miles 400 Miles 500 Miles Nationwide Zip Code Update Price Set



your price range or Set no price Price Set no price Min Price Min Price Max Price Max Price For
Lease Update New or Used New Or Used select both New or Used select both Year Min Year Min
Year Max Year Max Year Update Make Choose your makes Make Enter a keyword Sort Z A Update
Model Choose your models Model Enter a keyword Update Trim Choose your trim Trim Update
Category Choose categories Category Enter a keyword Sort Z A Update Cab Type Choose your cab
type Cab Type Update Class Choose your class Class Update Upfit Body Type Choose your upfit body
types Upfit Type Update Upfit Body Make Choose your upfit body makes Upfit Make Update Mileage
Set a mileage or Set no mileage Mileage Set no mileage Min Mileage Min Mileage Max Mileage Max
Mileage Update Fuel Type Choose your fuel type Fuel Type Update Drivetrain Choose your
Drivetrain Drivetrain Update Transmission Type Choose your transmission type Transmission Types
Transmission Speed Set transmission speed or Set no transmission speed Transmission Speed Set no
transmission speed Engine Size Set engine size or Set no engine size Engine Size Set no engine size
Engine Type Choose your engine type Engine Types Seller Type Choose seller type or select both
Seller Type select both Keyword Keyword Enter a keyword Update State Choose a state or Choose
no state State Any state City Choose a city or Choose no city City Any city See 0 matches Cant Find
It. Let our dealers find it for you. View our entire inventory of New or Used Trucks. This trucks
lowcabforward. Aluminium Tank. TC 407 Code Titan Gauge Finch le. Heartland Chrysler Dodge Jeep
Ram is located 12 minutes past Liberty in Excel. GVWR 8550 Lb, Total vans length is 22 ft.

MercedesBenz Sprinter diesel engines are known for their longevity and durability, as well as their
low cost of operation over many years of ownership. We do take pride of job we do and are proud of
the condition of our handpicked vehicles. We want your long term business relationship and will do
all we can to make you a happy customer so the complete satisfaction with your purchase is our top
priority.If the purchased vehicle does not meet your expectation, we will offer you 100% Money Back
including the deposit. Heartland Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram is located 12 minutes past Liberty in
Excelsior Springs, Missou. We do take pride of job we do and are proud of the condition of our
handpicked vehicles. We want your long term business relationship and will do all we can to make
you a happy customer so the complete satisfaction with your purchase is our top priority.If the
purchased vehicle does not meet your expectation, we will offer you 100% Money Back including the
deposit. We re doing our part to help America bounce back. Lonestar Automart Website Irving, TX
Email Call 18662397957 Video chat with this dealer Lonestar Automart Website Video chat with this
dealer Irving, TX Cant Find It. Let our dealers find it for you. Any payment or rate does not include
additional fees or advance payments if applicable and are for informational purposes only. Applicant
credit profile including FICO is used for decisioning. Assets aged 1015 years may require increased
finance charges. Equal opportunity lender. Download Our App Explore Commercial Truck Trader
About CommercialTruckTrader.com CommercialTruckTrader.com Blog Site Map Need Help.
Security Center Advertiser Agreement Community Guidelines Copyright Privacy Policy Terms of Use
Ad Choices Commercial Truck Trader Affiliates Equipment on EquipmentTrader.com Motorcycles on
CycleTrader.com RVs on RVTrader.com Aircraft on AeroTrader.com ATVs on ATVTrader.com PWCs
on PWCTrader.com Snowmobiles on SnowmobileTrader.

com Dealers Dealer Login Dealer Search Not signed up. Advanced Gday Sign in to bid or buy eBay
Deals Coles on eBay Help Sell Watch List Expand Watch list Loading. Something went wrong.User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Well show you the
photos of the products and packages before you pay the balance. Well show you the photos of the
products and packages before you pay the balance. Every product will test 4 times at least before it
delivery. We are approved the new hightech enterprise by the government. There are 61 suppliers
who sells 4 speed manual transmission on Alibaba.com, mainly located in Asia. The top countries of
supplier is China, from which the percentage of 4 speed manual transmission supply is 100%
respectively. To find out more about the cookies we use and how to control them, please visit our
privacy, cookies and data protection page. And, for whatever reason, gearheads tend to like manual



transmissions. We are right in our assertion, of course. Where possible, specific trims are mentioned
if they are required to unlock that car’s chamber of manual transmission secrets. Some notable
omissions from our list are the Fiat 500, whose return to the Canadian market is uncertain for 2019,
and the Jaguar FType, which sadly loses its manual transmission for the 2020 model year. In a
Birdboxstyle twist, the 124 uses the MX5’s old manual gearbox but both are a pleasure to drive.
Wellequipped small cars with a manual. Count us in. The 2019 Accord’s stickshift can be paired with
either the 1.5L or 2.0L mills, the latter pumping out a robust 252 horsepower.Base DX, midlevel LX,
and zooty Sport trims all give drivers a chance to row their own gears. Those six speeds stir a 1.5L
pot making 130 horsepower while gently sipping fuel. If this Chevy were a burger, it’d be at the top
of that secret list.

It is indeed possible to order a 2019 Trax in Canada with a sixspeed manual transmission, provided
you pop for a frontwheel drive LS in white or silver. Don’t forget to ask for an extra burger patty.
The latter is an intriguing proposition, as wellequipped wagons with three pedals and power going to
all four wheels are a rarity these days. A sixspeed manual transmission is available on all three
trims, from Comfortline to Execline, the latter of which includes a vast screen for its instrument
cluster called Digital Cockpit. Audilike, indeed. The GT’s stick even includes revmatching
technology, allowing your passengers to believe that you can heelandtoe like Fangio. If you’re
looking for something that’ll bring big bucks at BarrettJackson in thirty years, seek out a convertible
with the stick as slushbox droptops are much more common. One can even get a stick in the
almighty Hellcat. Those rear tires don’t stand a chance. The M’s available with a stick as well, of
course. In fact, these are likely one of the few models on our list whose manual take rate is higher
than the automatic option. Good, we say. Active rev matching provides dandy aural treats in the
form of burbles and pops during downshifts. Our pick The Z06. Arguably the best handling Porsche,
especially when compared to the 911’s loaded diaper, the 718 is a superb sports car that needn’t live
in the shadow of its older brother. The model is mentioned here thanks to the GT3 trim which,
technically, is the old car but still available as a current model year today.It also shows up on the
Countryman and Clubman All4 models, making Mini one of the few manufacturers to offer a stick on
just about everything it makes.They’re not exactly penalty boxes, mind you, equipped with standard
air conditioning and a heated steering wheel. In fact, moving up the Accent food chain to models
with features like forward collision warning on an Accent! still retain the standard transmission
option.
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